Information Book Award 2019: Category 7–12

The atlas of heroes by Sandra Lawrence and Stuart Hill

English









Read popular myths and legends from around the world
Create and describe your own superhero
Rewrite a popular myth and change the ending
Write a playscript of your favourite part of a well-known myth
Write a set of instructions on how to make a superhero
Create an advert to persuade others to buy your superhero products
Hot-seating different heroes
Write some superhero slogans for advertising purposes

Maths






Worded problems involving time, money and measurement around heroes theme
Use directional language to guide a hero to its mission
Use your knowledge of 2D and 3D shapes to create your super hero
Create a table to show facts on each hero that Aunt Helena met
Co-ordinates which locate where your hero has to go

Science



Identify that humans and animals need the right types of types and amounts of nutrition to
stay strong and healthy
Know that humans and some animals have skeletons and muscles for support, protection
and movement

History/Geography






Locate on a map where different heroes from around the world came from
On a map, plot the trail of Aunt Helena’s journey
Look at the flags of each country
Select 10 heroes from the book and present them on a timeline
Compare and contrast two areas that Aunt Helena visited
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Art/DT



Create your own patterns similar to the ones that Aunt Helena saw written in the sands
Understand and study North American art and compare to Aboriginal art

Music/Dance




Listen to signature tunes of different superheroes, and create your own for your hero
Listen to popular genres of music from the countries that Aunt Helena visited
Move like a hero, running quickly, developing gymnastic skills



Digital research – use the internet to research information on some of the heroes that Aunt
Helena discovered and present the information in Powerpoint, using wordart, images and
videos
Digital media – use digital media to enhance a presentation

ICT



RE/PSHE




Identify real life heroes in religion
Know what qualities are needed to be a hero
We are all different: what makes each of us a superhero?
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